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Schrader Valve
While holding the pump head base, 
rotate the outer ring (of pump head) 
counter-clockwise until it locks in 
place.
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Pump Head Setup / French French French Use with CO2 Cartridge:
1. Close CO2 control knob on pump by turning clockwise until 

tight. Then thread cartridge clockwise into CO2 control 
knob.

2. Prepare the pump head to valve type needed (see diagram). 
Attach the pump to the valve on tire by turning the pump 
head outer ring clockwise.

3. Once pump head is securely attached to valve, slowly open 
control knob and inflate to desired pressure.  CAUTION: 
Avoid skin contact with metal cartridge and pump during 
and immediately after inflation due to the cartridge freezing.  

4. If additional air is needed, close the CO2 control knob and 
pump to desired pressure.

5. Remove pump head from valve by turning the pump head 
outer ring counter clockwise. 

6. Be sure all CO2 is released from cartridge before removing 
cartridge from pump.

Use as pump only:
1. Close CO2 control knob on pump by turning clockwise until 

tight.
2. Prepare the pump head to valve type needed (see diagram). 

Attach the pump to the valve on tire by turning the pump 
head outer ring clockwise.  

3. Once pump head is securely attached to valve, pump to 
desired pressure.

4. Remove pump head from valve by turning counter-
clockwise. 

Special notes:
Always follow tire manufactures inflation recommendations.
Always store in Schrader valve setup.
For most current instructions, visit www.planetbike.com
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